Cascading Grant Arena
Benefit from financial & support measures across digital ecosystems

When: by appointment: 19 September 2019 14:15-18:00, 20 September 09:00-17:00
Where: Face2Face area

Financial Support to Third Parties (FSTP) – also known as Cascading Grants – can be found in topics from platforms and pilots, digital innovation hubs, to FET flagships. And it doesn't stop there: I4MS, SAE, IoT-EPI, AI4EU, FIRE, and more. Complex terms, a multitude of initiatives, yet so many opportunities!

But what do these mean in practice? In simplified terms, they describe an opportunity offered in many Horizon 2020 topics for consortia that want to reach out and involve new actors in their research and innovation process: the consortia launch open calls for third parties; who may receive funding and other forms of support, and engage with dynamic European digital ecosystems. This process contributes to knowledge transfer and exploitation, take-up of technologies, and building and scaling ecosystems in these areas. The process engages competence centres and SMEs, builds academia-industry collaborations, and brings user requirements to the core.

Cascading grants are increasingly used to achieve these objectives throughout ICT in H2020, and beyond. Ideal-ist invites you to exchange good practices on FTSP activities and how to maximise the benefits such measures offer.

Meet the cascading grant projects - Learn how you can benefit from these services!
During the Face2Face brokerage at ICT Proposers’ Day 2019 Ideal-ist will bring together:
- Representatives of initiatives & projects offering cascading grants in upcoming calls, technological competences and other advisory services
- Actors looking for help to navigate this complex landscape of funding & support opportunities

Further information:
- Calls for third parties on the Funding & Tenders Portal
- Ideal-ist guide on Other funding sources
- Work Programme Annex describing FSTP

Further information on Ideal-ist activities at ICT Proposers’ Day 2019, such as the Face2Face brokerage event: https://www.ideal-ist.eu/event/digital-excellence-forum-ict-proposers-day-2019
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